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RIDING IN INDIA

ADVENTURES
ON TOP OF THE

WORLD
JULIAN CHALLIS bites the bullet and travels to
India for an Enfield tour of the Himalayas

INDIA
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Heading North
With the set-off point for our trip twelve hours north at Manali,
we make the journey in air-conditioned cabs to avoid a painful
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ometimes you just have to pinch
yourself. I’m stood at the side of the
highest road on Earth, having ridden here on a bike that looks like it
has been largely untouched since
the 1950s. I’ve made this trip with a
bunch of guys who, two weeks ago, I
had never met and with whom I now
feel a bond of shared achievement that’s hard to explain. We’ve
travelled nearly 1,000 miles on some of the most beautiful,
dangerous, stunning, difficult and truly epic roads that I could
have imagined. We’ve fought our way up mountain roads in
sub-zero conditions, ridden through remote villages, crossed
vast glacial plains and raced through deep river valleys. We’ve
shared our breakfast with wild horses, taken selfies with yaks
and ridden camels across windswept sand dunes. This has been
the most incredible two weeks I have ever experienced and, for
a moment, I’m totally overwhelmed. This is what adventures
are made of.
So, let’s rewind to how all these things came about. I’ve spent
my life riding road bikes, dirt bikes and just about anything
with two wheels and an engine. Aside from a week-long trip
to the Pyrenees with my buddies in the local TRF, and a dirt
biking trip to Morocco back in 2008, epic motorcycle journeys
had not featured in my bucket list. But all of that was about to
change. I’d read about the trips to ride Royal Enfields in the
Himalayas and thought that this would tick all the boxes. I’d
never been, or even considered, travelling to India, I’d never
ridden a Royal Enfield and I’d certainly never ridden every day
for two weeks on challenging and totally unknown terrain. In
terms of my comfort zone, I was so outside it I couldn’t even see
it any more.
Four months later and I’m wheeling my kit bag through Indira Gandhi Airport on the outskirts of Delhi. I’m met by Anna
from Ride Expeditions who helps me load my luggage into a
cab, requesting that the driver puts it inside the car rather than
unsecured on the roof rack.
Once we hit the mid-morning traffic, I’m instantly wondering whether this was a good idea at all. As seven lines of traffic
battle their way down the four lane highway accompanied by
a supporting cast of scooters, cycles, rickshaws, tuktuks and
the occasional cow, the prospect of riding a bike on these roads
suddenly seems very, very unwise.
Once at the hotel order is restored a tad. I meet up with
my riding colleagues for the next fortnight; three Aussies, a
Kiwi and a Brit from Devon who currently works in Pakistan.
Within a very short time we default to the motorcycling norm,
sinking a few beers and talking bikes. We take a tour of Delhi
in a small fleet of tuktuks, parting the traffic in what feels like a
scene from a Bond film, dodging death at worryingly frequent
intervals. The drivers take us to all the tourist destinations,
ignoring our instructions with a cheery smile. The high point of
the trip comes unexpectedly when we are at the top of a tower
in the 500-year-old mosque. As we look over the enormous
city of Delhi below us, one of the Aussies announces to both us
and a group of Indians that the city used to be Mumbai before
they changed the name. His staggeringly inaccurate geography
earns him peals of laughter and derision, not to mention the
nickname ‘Mumbai Dave’ that lasts the whole trip.
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three-day long ride. The Aussies are suffering having only left the
local nightclub some two hours before our five-AM start time.
By evening, we’ve travelled through some stunning scenery
and witnessed some of the scariest overtaking manoeuvres
ever attempted outside Formula 1. The roads are tight and busy
and it’s the only way to make progress, but at times I consider
whether my will is up to date. Arriving at the plush, five star
hotel at around six in the evening, all this is forgotten and after
unpacking it’s beer and curry, the meal that will become our
staple diet.
Day one dawns and after breakfast the rumble of engines
announced the arrival of the bikes. Eight identical boxfresh
Royal Enfield 500 Classics are lined up outside the hotel reception. We quickly kit up, choose a bike and set out following our
local guide, who rides like Michael Dunlop but is as calm as the
Dalai Lama. With Toby, the Ride Expeditions owner and medic,
and sweeper rider Topi bringing up the rear, and the support
truck and tour doctor in his 4x4 falling into line, we spend the
day accustoming ourselves to the bikes and the unique traffic
and roads around Manali, which seem to flip between some
bizarre and dangerous video game, and then the best roads in
the world. The bikes are certainly different with their relatively
steep steering angle, forward set pegs and lazy power delivery.
The fuel injection might be 2016, but the ride is still 1956, yet the
Enfields are everywhere. KTM can only dream of such market
domination, there are literally no other brands on the road.
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WHO'S WRITING?
Julian Challis has been a motorcycle journalist
since 2005, writing articles and features for
predominantly motocross titles. He was most
recently deputy editor at MOTO magazine before
returning to freelance at the start of this year. He’s
ridden since he was eight, and his current rides
are two KTM EXC250s (2001 and 2013), a 2007
Fireblade and a 1995 Yamaha TDM850. He also
collects 1950s clocks, though God knows why…
the roads that lead to the
himalayas follow breath-taking river valleys

pangong lake, the highest salt
lake in the world

is there a better
way to spend a day?
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The following morning some of the guys wanted to try
paragliding, but with two weeks riding ahead of me, I decide
against rolling the dice on a broken ankle on day two. Once the
aerial contingent is back to earth we set off north to the vast
Rohtang Pass, one of the main arterial routes that allow access
north. The ride up is stunning as we snake through forests and
hairpins on the way to the summit, our progress only interrupted by one of the many seemingly pointless checkpoints.
The Ride Expeditions team have sorted all the paperwork, but
it would be easy for solo travellers to be caught out by these
baffling bureaucratic hoops that have to be jumped through.
After lunching just before the summit, the ride down the
other side of the pass suddenly gets serious. Gone are the maintained surfaces, to be replaced with a network of good tarmac,
terrible tarmac, sand sections and full on rock sections that
would not look out of place in the Dakar. And all this could be
within 100 yards! Factor in the enormous numbers of hairpin
bends, blind corners and an extraordinary number of enormous and overloaded lorries and the occasional convoy of 20 or
more army trucks and this is adventure motorcycling Indian
style. You know those videos where you see a rider meet a truck
on a single track with a rock face one side and a 200ft drop on
the other – that’s happening right in front of us – and it’s bowel
looseningly worrying, yet deliciously life affirming. The bikes
are handling the terrain surprisingly well, even if standing on
the pegs is made difficult by the forward set position and wide
tank. We swap the lead on numerous occasions, as different
lines prove more or less effective.
Surviving the challenging terrain unscathed and smiling, we
arrive at our first stop in Keylong and everyone is ready to stop
and reach for the Kingfisher. The next day promises even more
extreme riding, as we will climb to our highest campsite on the
tour, so it’s time to regroup and sleep and savour the last of the
Internet before all our technology becomes useless.

julian at the
top of the world

sean the kiwi splashes through
the shores of pangong lake

High Plains Drifter
The ride up to Sarchu is just as astounding as the previous
day. As the roads get higher, and the temperature drops the
greenery disappears, to be replaced with horizon-to-horizon
rock as we climb into the Himalayas. Most of us are taking altitude tablets to help us adjust, and those that aren’t are wishing
they were. When we stop for lunch, the lack of oxygen is taking
its toll, and, faced with a warm tent at the temporary settlement at Darcha, most of us are happy to stop and snooze. By the
time we reach camp that evening, we’re knackered and need a
few hours to recover before the box of beer becomes our friend
again. Suitably fuelled, we mess about with slalom challenges
and slow bike races as the locals look on with confused smiles.
A hearty meal is followed by a campfire from the wood we’ve
bought in the support truck. We’re sat at 4,200m above sea
level, sinking beers and chatting to fellow travellers, and it feels
like the best place in the world.
After a restless night’s sleep as our bodies struggle with the
idea that we are not suffocating, it’s an early start for the 150
mile trek ahead of us. As we leave the vast plane, the army are
playing cricket in the morning sun and it suddenly seems very
colonial. The signs on the road away from the valley floor warn
of 21 hairpins in succession, but as we climb and muscle the
Enfields ever upward it seems even more. The concentration is
intense as the prospects of a mistake in this landscape involves
more pain than any of us are ready for. The Aussies have established that they like to ride at the front and that’s cool, none of
us are arguing, just taking in this epic landscape.
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fishing the bike
out of the river
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Want to do this?
If you fancy going on this tour, it’s an easy process. Ride
Expeditions (www.rideexpeditions.com) sort everything out
from the moment you arrive in India, so all you need to book
are your flights to New Delhi, which are surprisingly cheap,
being around £480 return from London Heathrow. Shop around
on the flights and don’t go for loads of transfers just to save
a few pounds – it’s a false economy. You’ll also need to get an
e-Tourist visa for India, which can be processed online.
Other than that, all your transport costs including return
flight from Leh to Delhi, meals, excursions, internal travel
documents, refreshments, the whole shebang is included. The
only thing Toby and Anna won’t cover is your beers, so we just
split the bill for the trip between the six of us.
In terms of experience, you need to be a confident road rider
as Indian roads can at times be busy and have somewhat
variable surfaces. Everyone gets a spanking new Royal Enfield
500 Classic, which is plenty enough for the terrain and roads
that you’ll encounter. Aside from Toby who rides all the tours,
there’s a lead rider, rear sweeper, support truck and doctor
accompanying the group.
As an introduction to adventure motorcycling, it’s a great
package. As a holiday – it’s unforgettable.

We stop for coffee at Pang, by yet another vast military base,
and discuss the crashed truck that we’ve just seen halfway
down a mountain pass. Pressing on to lunch at Debring, the
road looks deceptively fast and straight, but the drainage channels every 500m or so soon let us know that the 75 mph that the
Classics are comfortable with is plenty fast enough. We climb
away from the plain to travel through the third highest pass in
the world, stopping for the obligatory selfies, before taking on
more treacherous roads on the descent.
The need to respect these roads is further enforced as we cut
through a deep river valley to find a group of very distressed
looking bikers. One of their number has just overcooked a
corner and thrown himself and his bike into the water. As he
sits still dripping on the roadside, his inverted Enfield lies in the
fast moving water and we all have a moment. When the support
truck arrives, we rally round, find two straps and ropes, and
retrieve his surprisingly intact bike from the river while our
travelling doctor gives the hapless rider a full check-up. Our
work done we press on like some gang of bike riding Good
Samaritans.

Loving it in Leh

Do it yourself

While travelling to India as part of a package tour takes the
hassle out of organising everything, if you want to ride your own
bike in the Himalayas there are certainly options. At current
prices, airfreight from London to Delhi costs from £1,045 for a
BMW R1200GS size motorcycle. Visit www.motofreight.com for
more info.

it wasn’t easy, but
it felt good

sometimes you just have to stop
and soak up the views

By the end of the day we are safely booked into our hotel in
the northern city of Leh. The area feels prosperous, clean and
altogether more relaxed than Manali, and we take advantage
of the shops and bars in this fascinating place. We have a rest
day scheduled so the next morning is taken up with shopping,
shaves and, for some, shishas. In the afternoon we break out
the jeans and leather jackets on the bikes and visit a couple of
awesomely serene and ancient Buddhist monasteries, before
blatting down the streets like we are in a 50s biker movie –
“What are you rebelling against? What have you got?”
With one more day of local riding to the Lamayuru monastery 80 miles west, the next stage of our tour involves a stupidly
early start due to the internal politics between bike hire
companies in Leh and Manali. The compromise leaves us with
one option of leaving the city at five in the morning, taking
on the local roads at first light. The combination of potholes,
piles of building rubble, stray animals and road-dominating
trucks mean that sunrise cannot come quick enough as we
climb towards the high pass. There’s snow and ice to contend
with and we all wish we’d worn more by the time we reach the
top. Harley, our antipodean boilermaker and ‘try-everything’
guy is frozen, and the team donate clothing until he can feel his
extemeties again.
As soon as the snow came, it’s fading again as we ride down
to meet the support truck for an alfresco breakfast. The guys
are there every time we stop to provide drinks and snacks
from chocolate bars to pressed figs and candied ginger, and
on this occasion we get to share our meal with a herd of wild
horses – this is not your usual package tour. As we press on
down the valley, we soon start to catch sight of the vast Pangong Tso lake alongside which we’ll be camping. The lake is
the highest saltwater lake in the world, stretching an incredible 80 miles from it’s western shores in India to it’s eastern
shores in China. We ride alongside this achingly beautiful
stretch of water and rough-hewn tracks before reaching our
accommodation, bespoke yurts complete with flush toilets
and enormous radiators.
In what was frankly a stupid idea, the rest of the riders
persuade me into an early morning swim in the lake before
leaving for our last campsite of the tour in distant Hundar. The
lake is painfully cold, and the biting wind as we leave the water
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band of brothers - sean, steve, mumbai
dave, harley, julian and cookie

it’s not often you get to ride in
places that are truly awesome

there’s always time to
pose with your bike

the third highest pass in
the world and it’s -3C

lorries are huge, highly decorated,
and have little visibility

reduces everything to button mushroom dimensions – I’m not
impressed! The ride up to the Hundar Valley is some of the most
incredible we’ve encountered with miles of sweeping roads
interspersed with hard sand sections across the valley floor. The
Enfields are not light and the effort of hustling them through
the rally sections of the highway at high altitude leave us exhausted but with a real sense of shared endeavour.
The campsite in Hundar is owned by the affable tour doctor who has been travelling with us the whole tour. All the
food comes from the organic plants at the site, and the Doc
entertains us with his selection of mad stories, at least half of
which are slightly true. The following day we explore the local
region of the bikes and then spend the evening riding camels,
swimming in the local river and watching local dancers, ably
supported by Harley who breaks out his Cossack dance at the
end of the show.

The Last Hurrah
All too soon it’s time to leave Hundar and take on the final
challenge of the tour, the Khardung La Pass, the claimed

highest motorable road in the world. There’s been a cycling
race on the mountain pass for the first part of the morning, so
we have to wait for two hours before we hit the road. Thanks
to our local fixer, we get the holeshot ahead of the other traffic
and flat-track it to the top in a record breaking time despite
some appalling roads on the way there. The summit is strangely quiet thanks to the earlier road closure so we get the chance
to take in just what we’ve just achieved in the past two weeks
as the myriad of prayer flags flutter in the Himalayan wind.
With Khardung La behind us, we descend back to Leh with
more than a hint of sadness, knowing that this is the last ride
on the bikes before they go on to be part of somebody else’s
adventure. Tomorrow we’ll be back in Delhi and on the way
back home and somehow it doesn’t seem right. We’ve had an
incredible journey, shared everything from warm beers to epic
experiences and most of all spent time riding bikes in a truly
remarkable and beautiful country. The organisation has been
faultless, the Enfields strangely endearing and the company the
best we could ever have hoped for. This is a special place and
this was a special adventure.
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